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a b s t r a c t

We considered an in vitro selection system composed of a peptide-ligand library and a single target pro-
tein receptor, and examined effective strategies to realize maximum efficiency in selection. In the system,
a ligand molecule with sequence s binds to a target receptor with probability of ½R�=ðKds þ ½R�Þ (specific
binding) or binds to non-target materials with probability of q (non-specific binding), where ½R� and
Kds represent the free target-receptor concentration at equilibrium and dissociation constant Kd of the
ligand sequence s with the receptor, respectively. Focusing on the fittest sequence with the highest affin-
ity (represented by Kd1 �minfKdsjs ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Mg) in the ligand library with a library size N and diversity
M, we examined how the target concentration ½R� should be set in each round to realize the maximum
enrichment of the fittest sequence. In conclusion, when N � M (that realizes a deterministic process),
it is desirable to adopt ½R� ¼ Kd1, and when N ¼ M (that realizes a stochastic process),
½R� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kd1hK�1

d i
�1q

q
only in the first round (where h�i represents the population average) and ½R� ¼ Kd1

in the subsequent rounds. Based on this strategy, the mole fraction of the fittest increases by ð2qÞ�r times
after the rth round. With realistic parameters, we calculated several quantities such as the optimal ½R� val-
ues and number of rounds needed. These values were quite reasonable and consistent with observations,
suggesting the validity of our theory.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, in vitro selection or equivalently, SELEX
(systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) or
biopanning has developed as one of the evolutionary drug-designs
[1–4] or molecular computing technologies [5,6]. Particularly,
many studies dealt with the ligand-receptor binding system as fol-
lows. A ligand library is prepared by random synthesis of peptides,
antibodies, RNA or DNA molecules. The ligand library is mixed with
the target molecules in a test tube, and incubated up to the equilib-
rium state. A part of the ligand population is bound with the target
(specific binding) or non-target materials (non-specific binding).
Free ligands or a part of the ligands bound with the non-target
are removed by the washing process which is repeated several
times. The ligands bound with the target or non-target are eluted
from the mixture. The collected ligands are amplified and subject
to the following selection rounds. It should be noted that the cases

where random mutagenesis are introduced in the amplification
process are particularly called the ‘‘in vitro evolution’’, which is
comprehended as a notion of the hill-climbing on a fitness land-
scape in sequence space [7]. In this paper, we focus on the
in vitro selection without the mutagenesis process.

There are two experimental parameters that govern the selec-
tion stringency: one is the concentration of the target molecules
and the other is the wash time. According to the law of mass ac-
tion, a ligand molecule binds to a target receptor with probability
of ½R�=ðKd þ ½R�Þ at equilibrium [8], where ½R� is the target concen-
tration and Kd is dissociation constant. According to kinetics, the
probability that a ligand will remain bound with the target after
a wash time t is given by expð�koff tÞ, where koff is dissociation rate
constant [9]. If the wash time is zero, only ½R� becomes the selec-
tion stringency and the ligand with the lowest Kd value becomes
the winner in the selection. If the wash time is long, both ½R� and
t become the selection stringency and the ligands with low Kd

and low koff become the winners [10].
Several theoretical studies on in vitro selection have been re-

ported [11,9,8,12–15,10,16–18]. They examined the optimal exper-
imental conditions such as the target concentration ½R� to realize
the maximum enrichment of the high (or highest) affinity ligands
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in the library. Because almost all of them were based on the law of
mass action, roughly speaking, their results are consistent with one
another. Irvine et al. [11], Vant-Hull et al. [14], Levitan [13] and Le-
vine and Nilsen-Hamilton [17] referred to the optimal concentra-
tion of the target, and proposed how to schedule the target
concentration throughout iterative rounds. Particularly, the former
two and the last one obtained the formula that gives the optimum
of ½R� explicitly. In addition to the effect of association-dissociation
equilibrium, [9,12,13,10] examined the effect of dissociative
phases by washing. As mentioned above, as the wash time is long-
er, koff becomes the fitness measure and the mathematical analysis
becomes more complicated.

In this paper, we also refer to the effective strategy to realize the
maximum enrichment of the fittest ligand in a few selection
rounds, by analytical approach. In Section 2, we introduce a model
of in vitro selection. The model is based on the law of mass action
as the previous studies were, but does not include the effect of the
washing operation, because mathematical analysis becomes more
difficult because of the reason mentioned before. Selection dynam-
ics should be analyzed for a deterministic process and for a sto-
chastic process. The former is realized when there are a number
of molecules for each sequence, while the latter is realized when
there is a single molecule for each sequence. In Section 3, for the
deterministic process, we examine the optimal target concentra-
tion to realize the maximum enrichment of the fittest ligand for
a single selection round. Several formulas we obtained were simi-
lar to those obtained by them [11,14,17] because we used a model
based on the law of mass action, while there were differences in
details. In Section 4, we examine the effective strategy to realize
the maximum enrichment of the fittest ligand through successive
selection rounds, and mention, from our original viewpoint, how
the target concentration ½R� should be set throughout all rounds.
Sections 2–4 are described concerning a simple case where the li-
gand and target-receptor molecules are distributed uniformly over
the bulk. In real experiments of in vitro selection, the target-recep-
tor molecules are frequently immobilized on the surface of matrix
materials or magnetic beads. In Section 5, we extend our theory to
these localized systems.

2. Model of in vitro selection

We consider an ensemble of ligand peptides that bind to a sin-
gle target receptor in a test tube. It is possible for each ligand to
bind to non-target materials in the test tube, this is known as
non-specific binding. Let m and k be the chain length of ligand pep-
tides and the number of available letters at each site (k ¼ 20 for
naturally occurring amino acids). We denote: Ls, free ligand mole-
cule with sequence s; R, free target-receptor molecule; Ls � R,
molecular complex of Ls and R; U, non-target materials (such as
wall of the test tube and other substances); Ls � U, ligand Ls bound
with U, respectively. For each case, ½�� and ½��� represent the
numerical value of molar concentration (mole/liter) of a molecule
index ‘‘�’’ at equilibrium and that in the preparation stage, respec-
tively. fLsg represents a set of heterogeneous ligands over all
sequences.

2.1. Protocol of in vitro selection

2.1.1. Preparation of a ligand library
A library of ligand molecules with a large variety of sequences is

prepared by random synthesis. In the resulting library, the number
of all the ligand molecules is denoted by N (=‘‘library size’’), and the
number of different sequences is denoted by M (=‘‘diversity’’). For
example, N ¼ 108 	 1012 molecules and M ¼ 205 	 2010 sequences
in typical cases. In addition, let ns be the number of ligand mole-
cules with sequence s, that is

P
sns ¼ N, where

P
s means the

sum over all the M sequences. Particularly, each peptide sequence
in the initial library is generated by random synthesis. If N � km (=
number of all possible sequences with length m), then M 
 km and
ns 
 N=M 
 Nk�m, while if N � km, then M 
 N and ns 
 1.

2.1.2. Pre-screening of the ligand library
The initial ligand library is subject to a pre-screening process

without target protein receptors R but with non-target materials
U. Then, the library after the pre-screening does not contain the li-
gand molecules that show specific binding with U.

Nomenclature

m chain length of peptide ligands
k number of available letters at each site (k ¼ 20 for nat-

urally occurring amino acids)
M diversity, that is the number of different sequences in a

ligand library
s and t serial number of ligand sequences in a given library

(s; t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M)
s ¼ 1 fittest sequence, that is a particular ligand sequence

with the highest affinity in a ligand library
N and N0 library size, that is the number of ligand molecules in a

ligand library, and the number of all the collected ligand
molecules after a single selection round, respectively

ns and n0s number of ligand molecules with sequence s in a ligand
library, and the number of the collected ligand mole-
cules with sequence s after a single selection round,
respectively

P
sns ¼ N,

P
sn
0
s ¼ N0

xs � ns=N and x0s � n0s=N0 mole fraction of ligand molecules with
sequence s before and after a single selection round

V(liter) volume of the bulk in a test tube
NA Avogadro’s constant (
 6:02� 1023)
½R�(mole/liter) molar concentration of free target-receptor mole-

cules at equilibrium state

½R��(mole/liter) particular ½R� value that maximizes the value of
x01 for the fittest s ¼ 1

q probability that a single ligand molecule binds with the
non-target materials at equilibrium

Ps probability that a single ligand molecule with sequence
s binds with the target receptor or non-target materials
at equilibrium state

Kds(mole/liter) and K�1
ds (lite/mole) dissociation constant of the li-

gand with sequence s with the receptor molecules and
association constant, respectively:
Kd1 < Kd2 < Kd3 <    < KdM

X � ln Kd and Xs � ln Kds non-dimensional binding free energy,
and that for sequence s, respectively

wðXÞ probability density function of X over all the ligand se-
quences except the fittest s ¼ 1

hQi average of Q over all the ligand sequences except the fit-
test s ¼ 1. hQi �

R1
�1 QðXÞwðXÞdX

l and v mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution
E½x� expectation of a variable x
V½x� variance of a variable x
r number of rounds in the selective enrichment

(r ¼ 1;2;3; . . .)
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